INTRODUCTION: Self-folding of an informationcarrying polymer into a compact particle with defined structure and function (for example, folding of a polypeptide into a protein) is foundational to biology and offers attractive potential as a synthetic strategy. Over the past three decades, nucleic acids have been used to create a variety of complex nanoscale shapes and devices. In particular, multiple DNA strands have been designed to self-assemble into user-specified structures, with or without the help of a long scaffold strand. In recent years, RNA has also emerged as a unique, programmable material, offering distinct advantages for molecular selfassembly. On the other hand, biological macromolecules, such as proteins (or protein domains), typically fold from a single polymer into a welldefined compact structure. The ability to fold de novo designed nucleic acid nanostructures in a similar manner would enable unimolecular folding instead of multistrand assembly and even replication of such structures. However, a general strategy to construct large [>1000 nucleotides (nt)] single-stranded origami (ssOrigami) remains to be demonstrated where a single-stranded nucleic acid folds into a user-specified shape.
RATIONALE:
The key challenge for constructing a compact single-stranded structure is to achieve structural complexity, programmability, and generality while maintaining the topological simplicity of strand routing (to avoid putative kinetic traps imposed by knots) and hence ensuring smooth folding. The key innovation of our study is to use partially complemented double-stranded DNA or RNA and parallel crossover cohesion to construct such a structurally complex yet knot-free structure that can be folded smoothly from a single strand.
RESULTS:
Here, we demonstrate a framework to design and synthesize a single DNA or RNA strand to efficiently self-fold into an unknotted compact ssOrigami structure that approximates an arbitrary user-prescribed target shape. The generality of the method was validated by the construction of 18 multikilobase DNA and 5 RNA ssOrigami, including a~10,000-nt DNA structure (37 times larger than the previous largest discrete single-stranded DNA nanostructure) and a~6000-nt RNA structure (10 times larger than the previous largest RNA structure). The raster-filling nature of ssOrigami permitted the experimental construction of programmable patterns of markers (for example, a "smiley" face) and cargoes on its surface, its single-strandedness enabled the demonstration of facile replication of the strand in vitro and in living cells, and its programmability allowed us to codify the design process and develop a webbased automated design tool.
CONCLUSION:
The work here establishes that unimolecular DNA or RNA folding, similar to multicomponent self-assembly, is a fundamental, general, and practically tractable strategy for constructing user-specified and replicable nucleic acid nanostructures, and expands the design space and material scalability for bottomup nanotechnology.
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†Corresponding F oundational to biological replication, function, and evolution is the transfer of information between sequence-specific polymers (for example, DNA replication, RNA transcription, and protein translation) and the folding of an information-carrying polymer into a compact particle with defined structure and function (for example, protein and RNA folding). Biology's operational principles on the molecular scale motivate synthetic efforts to design replicable, information-bearing polymers that can selffold into user-prescribed nanoscale shapes.
Using nucleic acids' specific base pairing, complex nanostructures have been created with DNA and RNA , enabling diverse applications (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) . Particularly noteworthy are multikilobase, megadalton-scale nanoparticles with arbitrary user-prescribed geometry that are self-assembled from hundreds of synthetic DNA strands, with and without the assistance of a central organizing scaffold strand [that is, scaffolded DNA origami (4, 8-10, 13, 20-23) and DNA bricks (14, 15) ]. In contrast to the remarkable success of structures self-assembled from multiple components, the progress on designing a single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) or RNA (ssRNA) that can self-fold into a defined shape is limited, and only relatively simple shapes were demonstrated [for example, the folding of a 79-nucleotide (nt) DNA strand into a four-arm junction (41), a 160-nt strand into a paranemic crossover (42), a 286-nt DNA strand into a tetrahedron (43) , and a 660-nt RNA into a six-helix rectangle tile (44) ]. In addition, a 1669-nt DNA strand, with the help of five auxiliary strands, was folded into an octahedron structure (3) . Notably, the simple ssDNA structures (41) (42) (43) as well as the 1669-nt scaffold for the octahedron (3) can be replicated in vitro (3, (41) (42) (43) , and these simple single-stranded structures were cloned and replicated in living cells (43, 45) . The 660-nt RNA structure can be transcribed from a DNA template and folds isothermally (44) .
The ability to design a nucleic acid polymer that self-folds in a protein-like fashion into a userprescribed compact shape not only is interesting and important on a fundamental basis but also offers key conceptual advantages in practicality (3, (41) (42) (43) (44) (45) over the current paradigm of multicomponent DNA self-assembly. Compared to multistranded DNA structures formed via selfassembly, ssDNA nanostructures formed via self-folding offer greater potential of being amplifiable, replicable, and clonable, and hence the opportunity for cost-efficient, large-scale production using enzymatic and biological replication, as well as the possibility for using in vitro evolution to produce sophisticated phenotypes and functionalities. In addition, unimolecular folding process is independent of the reactant concentration and thus, in principle, offers higher formation yield and more robust folding kinetics than multistranded structures produced with concentration-dependent intermolecular selfassembly. Furthermore, unlike multistranded DNA nanostructures, which typically contain dozens or hundreds of distinct components and often undesirable defects such as missing or incorrectly incorporated or synthesized component strands, a single-stranded structure could, in principle, be synthesized as a homogeneous system with high purity [for example, via enzymatic production of monoclonal strands (46) ].
Despite its fundamental importance and practical desirability, as well as the aforementioned promising early efforts (3, (41) (42) (43) (44) (45) , it remains challenging to develop a general strategy for the design and synthesis of an ssDNA or ssRNA that can fold into a user-prescribed complex, arbitrary shape [for example, comparable in complexity and programmability to scaffolded DNA origami (4)]. The key design challenge is to achieve structural complexity, programmability, and generality while maintaining the topology simplicity of strand routing (to avoid kinetic traps imposed by knots) and hence ensuring smooth folding. This challenge arguably restricts the size of the current largest ssDNA structure to 286 nt with a relatively simple and porous tetrahedron shape (43) and underlies the use of five auxiliary strands for the proper formation of the largely but not entirely single-stranded 1669-nt DNA octahedron (3) .
We introduce here a general design and synthesis framework for folding a multikilobase ssDNA strand into a complex user-prescribed shape. The key innovation is to use partially complemented double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) and parallel crossover cohesion (3, (47) (48) (49) (50) to construct a structurally complex yet knot-free structure that can be folded smoothly from a single strand. We call these structures ssDNA origami or DNA ssOrigami. We experimentally validated the versatility of the strategy by constructing a variety of space-filling, compact shapes (for example, different-sized rhombus, rectangle, square, disc, heart, and triangle shapes; 18 shapes in total). The space-filling nature of the structure and the unique base-resolution addressability along the strand enabled us to create user-prescribed patterns of protruding hairpins or loops on the structure surface (for example, a pattern mimicking a "smiley" face was experimentally demonstrated), and such loops can and were used as "handles" to attach other moieties. The strategy produces structures with an architecture that is amenable to amplification and replication; we experimentally demonstrated that a folded ssOrigami structure can be melted and used as a template for amplification by polymerases in vitro and that the ssOrigami strand can be replicated and amplified via clonal production in living cells. The design is scalable, as validated by the experimental construction of a 10,682-nt rhombus shape, which is 37 times larger than the previous largest ssDNA structure (43) and 16 times larger than the previous largest ssRNA structure (44) , and approaches the complexity of scaffolded DNA origami (4) . Strikingly, the design for DNA ssOrigami can be readily adapted to produce complex ssRNA nanostructures (that is, RNA ssOrigami) with minimal adjustment. RNA has been used to construct synthetic nanostructures (44, (51) (52) (53) (54) and offers unique application potentials over DNA structures (for example, functional diversity, economical production via genetic expression, and amenability for intracellular applications) (44) . However, whereas multikilobase, megadalton-size discrete DNA nanostructures have been demonstrated [for example, via scaffolded origami (4, 8) and DNA bricks (14, 15) ], synthetic RNA nanostructures remain comparatively simple: The largest discrete structure demonstrated is the aforementioned 660-nt ssRNA tile (44) . We successfully adapted our DNA ssOrigami design to RNA by merely slightly adjusting the design parameter to account for the helical periodicity difference between DNA and RNA duplex, and produced a variety of multikilobase complex RNA ssOrigami structures with user-prescribed shapes (for example, rhombus, rectangle, and heart shapes), including a 6337-nt RNA structure that represents a 10-fold increase in complexity for RNA nanotechnology. The generality and adaptability of the ssOrigami architecture is additionally revealed by the successful folding of two identical target shapes by both the sense and antisense RNA strands transcribed from the same dsDNA template.
The programmability of the ssOrigami architecture further allows us to codify the design process as a mathematically rigorous formal algorithm and automate the design by developing a user-friendly software tool, which takes as input an arbitrary space-filling shape and produces as output a DNA strand that folds into the shape in a knot-free fashion. The algorithm and software was validated by the automated design and experimental construction of six distinct DNA ssOrigami structures (four rhombus and two heart shapes).
The ssOrigami work establishes that it is possible to design a multikilobase ssDNA or ssRNA to fold into a user-prescribed complex shape. It produces single-component DNA nanostructures with complexity comparable to those assembled from hundreds of components and increases the structural complexity for designable RNA nanotechnology. Unimolecular folding, alongside selfassembly (for example, scaffolded DNA origami and DNA bricks), thus represents another fundamental, general, yet practically accessible design strategy for constructing digitally programmable nanostructures and expands the design space and material scalability for bottom-up nanotechnology.
Design of a DNA ssOrigami
Although various DNA nanostructures have been created in a multistranded format, simply breaking and reconnecting strands from existing scaffolded origami designs would not solve a key challenge in designing ssOrigami, which is to create an ssOrigami structure with minimal knotting complexity to avoid being kinetically trapped during the folding process.
To precisely quantify the knotting complexity of different ssOrigami models to facilitate the design process, we can convert an open-chain linear DNA strand into a closed loop by connecting its 5′ and 3′ ends, and then characterize the topological complexity of this closed loop, which can be treated as mathematical knots. Two DNA knots are homotopic if they can be transformed into each other through a continuous deformation, which means that strands cannot be cut during any operation ( fig. S3-3 ) (55) . Such rules also apply to ssOrigami because the nucleic acid backbone cannot be cut or intersected during the folding process. The knotting complexity of ssOrigami designs can be approximately described by the crossing number, a knot invariant defined as the smallest number of crossings found in any diagram of the knot (56, 57) .
If a knot has a crossing number of zero, then it is topologically equivalent to an unknotted circle (also referred as an unknot). In nature, most of the RNA and protein structures have a crossing number of 0, and only in rare cases, some proteins may have very small crossing number (58) (59) (60) (61) . On the contrary, as shown in fig. S3 -4, ssOrigami designs derived from traditional scaffolded DNA origami structures tend to result in complex knots with high crossing numbers, which will likely hinder proper folding.
To achieve the ssOrigami structures with small crossing number, our first consideration in ssOrigami design is to choose between antiparallel and parallel crossovers for interhelical cohesion. As shown in Fig. 1A , at every antiparallel crossover position, DNA strands need to run through the central plane that contains all the parallel DNA helical axes (dashed lines in the model), like threading a needle through a piece of fabric (see also fig. S3-5 ). On the contrary, as shown in Fig. 1B , at parallel crossover positions, DNA strands do not go through this plane, which could reduce the knotting complexity of the structure.
We next specify designed parameters based on parallel crossovers. We create an illustrative partially paired double-strand intermediate ( Fig. 1 , C to E) and further fold this double strand into designed shapes ( Fig. 1, F 
to H).
This design has continuous p-p stacking along all the helices and has uninterrupted basepairing sections that are long enough [≥6 base pairs (bp)] to provide necessary structural stability. Also, this design has simple topology with a crossing number of 0 (see also section S5). In the three-dimensional (3D) models shown in Fig. 1 (C and F) , the white and gray cylinders are used to denote uninterrupted base pairs and different domains; whenever there is a nick point in the helices, the cylinder breaks. By separating these cylinders into two groups, we can see that most of the ssOrigami (Fig. 1 , C and F) contains two distinct domains: the 10-bp helical domains (white cylinders) and the 6-bp locking domains (gray cylinders), which are also depicted as rectangles and crosses in Fig. 1 (D and G). Each locking domain is between two adjacent parallel crossovers, and all blue strands are on top of red strands at crossover points in this design. One of the key features in this design is that all the blue domains (top layer) are covalently linked in a raster-filling pattern and then connected to the red domains (bottom layer), which have symmetrical geometry.
In Fig. 1 (E and H), to help visualize the folding track of the covalently linked illustrative intermediate structure, we created a pipeline style model and colored it with a rainbow gradient in which the 5′ and 3′ ends of the intermediate are red and the middle of the ssDNA is purple. This intermediate contains paired helical domains and unpaired single-stranded regions. When all the locking domains are further formed through base pair recognition (Fig. 1I) , the intermediate will become the fully folded ssOrigami structure. Using this design strategy, we have designed a variety of m × n rhombusshaped ssOrigami (Figs. 1H and 3, A to D) , where m denotes the number of diagonally oriented, partially paired helices in the top layer and n denotes the number of partially paired helices in the bottom layer. The structure in Fig. 1H is thus referred to as a 5 × 5 rhombus ssOrigami.
This 5 × 5 rhombus ssOrigami has a crossing number of 0. Although the DNA strand needs to go through the central plane many times in the design, such plane crossings all happen on the helical domains but not on the locking domains. To illustrate that this ssOrigami design is not knotted, we created a dynamic relaxation system in which the ssOrigami pipeline model is relaxed under simulated gravity while fixing both of its ends (see section S4). Under this relaxation, the ssOrigami becomes an unknotted rope (double-stranded), revealing that it has a crossing number of 0 (shown in Fig. 1J ). Such a double-stranded pipeline can be further relaxed under simulated gravity into a singlestranded open loop with its 3′ and 5′ ends fixed, which also has a crossing number of 0 (figs. S3-3D and S4-1A).
Synthesis and characterization of a DNA ssOrigami
Another challenge for constructing ssOrigami stems from the difficulty of synthesizing the ssDNA. Because self-complementarity is an intrinsic property of ssOrigami, its strong secondary structure may present challenges to synthesizing the DNA. As a result, minimization of local selfinteraction is a key part of ssOrigami structure design. To decrease self-complementarity, we first limit the length of most helical domains to 10 bp (as in Fig. 1 ). Then, we further split the ssDNA strand into two approximately equal halves to separate all helical domain sections, which decreases the self-interaction substantially ( Fig. 2A) . A 30-bp overlap (yellow regions) is added to the ends of two half strands so that they can be joined and amplified at the same time through a one-step polymerase chain reaction (PCR; Fig. 2B ). Two different primers are used in the PCR step: primer 1 (green) with a 5′ phosphorothioate modification and primer 2 (orange) with a 5′ phosphorylation modification. Because the phosphorothioate modification on the forward strand renders the internucleotide linkage resistant to nuclease degradation, whereas phosphorylation makes the reverse strand a substrate for DNA exonuclease, only the reverse strand will be digested by lambda exonuclease, yielding the protected ssDNA strand (Fig. 2C ).
The DNA strand was then folded in 12.5 mM Mg 2+ buffer ( Fig. 2D ; see Materials and Methods for details) using a 2-hour annealing ramp from 85°to 25°C. Gel electrophoresis revealed expected product band migration pattern ( fig. S6-2C ) after PCR (Fig. 2B ), exonuclease digestion (Fig.  2C) , and folding (Fig. 2D ). The folded product was then visualized using atomic force microscopy and exhibited expected rhombus morphology (Fig. 2, K 
and L).
In vitro and in vivo replication of DNA ssOrigami Similar to previous ssDNA nanostructures (3, (41) (42) (43) (44) (45) , a key design feature of ssOrigami is that it can be replicated in vitro (3, (41) (42) (43) and in living cells (43, 45) . To test its in vitro replicability, the folded rhombus ssOrigami in Fig. 2D was used as a template for another round of PCR amplification (indicated by the arrow from Fig. 2D to Fig. 2B ). Specifically, instead of the two original double-stranded template strands, the previously folded ssOrigami product was added to the PCR mixture to produce the amplified dsDNA product. After repeating the synthesis processes under the same experimental conditions, the ssDNA template was successfully replicated, and the annealed structures were imaged under atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Fig. 2M ) and produced identical morphology as the preamplified ssOrigami in Fig. 2 (K and L) . In control experiments with no polymerase, the ssOrigami was not replicated ( fig. S6-3) . The above experiment thus shows that PCR can effectively replicate and produce ssDNA origami sequences in vitro.
We next sought to replicate the rhombus ssDNA origami "genes" in vivo (43, 45) . The double-stranded gBlock DNA fragments with restriction enzyme sites (Fig. 2E) were ligated into a single-plasmid vector (Fig. 2F) . Such ligation products were later transformed into Escherichia coli cells, and the plasmids containing ssOrigami genes were thus amplified in vivo as the bacteria population grows (Fig. 2, G and H) . The amplified plasmids were purified and treated by the nicking endonuclease Nb.BbvCI and the restriction endonuclease Hind III (Fig. 2I) . As a result, the plasmid DNA was separated into three single-stranded pieces, and the target ssDNA was then extracted by denaturing agarose gel electrophoresis ( Fig. 2J; see fig. S7 -2 for denaturing gel electrophoresis results). The ssDNA was then folded into the target structure, and native gel electrophoresis confirmed the expected migration pattern for the pre-and post-folding strand, and revealed high folding yield (~95%; see figs. S7-3 and S7-4 for native gel results and yield quantification details). AFM imaging revealed expected morphology (Fig. 2N) .
In addition to the 5 × 5 rhombus ssOrigami (containing 2238 nt), two more ssOrigami structures (a 5 × 10 rhombus ssOrigami with 3940 nt in Fig. 3C and a triangle frame-shaped ssOrigami with 3439 nt in Fig. 3H ) were successfully cloned and replicated in living cells and produced strands that fold with high yields (~90%; see figs. S7-3 and S7-4 for details), confirming the generality of the clonability of ssOrigami.
Because plasmid DNA can be easily replicated in E. coli, the production can be scaled up by growing a large volume of E. coli cells with low cost. Another advantage of cloning is high DNA replication fidelity because E. coli cells have various machineries for DNA replication, such as DNA repair systems. The mutation rate of the E. coli DNA replication machinery is only~10
, which is four orders of magnitude lower than the highest-fidelity PCR polymerase (62).
Scalability and shape versatility of DNA ssOrigami
To test the scalability of the ssOrigami design, in addition to the 2238 nt 5 × 5 rhombus structure, we constructed a series of 3 × 3, 4 × 4, 5 × 10, and 12 × 12 rhombus shapes containing 966, 1538, 3940, and 10,682 nt, respectively (Fig. 3, A to D, top), and observed expected morphologies under AFM (Fig. 3, A to D, middle and bottom) . In the software tool section, a 3116-nt 6 × 6 rhombus (Fig. 6L) was also demonstrated. The successful formation of these distinct-sized rhombus structures demonstrates the ease for scaling (both up and down) the ssOrigami design. The 10,682-nt rhombus ssOrigami is 37 times larger than the previous largest ssDNA structure (43) and 16 times larger than the previous largest ssRNA structure (44) and approaches the complexity of scaffolded DNA origami (4) .
To test the shape versatility of ssOrigami design, in addition to rhombus shapes, a 2849-nt heart shape ( Fig. 3E) , two horizontal heart shapes (1338 and 2032 nt; Fig. 6, M and N) , a 2166-nt rectangle (Fig. 3F) , a 1884-nt rectangle (Fig. 3G) , a 3873-nt disc shape (Fig. 4A) , and a 3898-nt square shape (Fig. 4C) were constructed. In addition, we created a 3439-nt triangle frame-shaped ssOrigami from three rectangle subunits (Fig. 3H) . The strands for the structures were PCR-synthesized as in the previous section, folded in 12.5 mM Mg 2+ buffer using a 2-to 12-hour annealing ramp from 85°to 25°C, and visualized using AFM with expected morphology. Together, 18 distinct ssOrigami shapes were constructed, suggesting the shape generality of the ssOrigami design.
Besides different sizes and shapes, the ssOrigami design can also accommodate different routing strategies. In the rectangle and square ssOrigami structures (Figs. 3, F and G, and 4C) , the doublestranded pipe is designed to wrap along the helical direction several times instead of rasterfilling the bottom and top layers. Another difference between rectangle-shaped ssOrigami and rhombus-shaped ssOrigami is that the rectangular design contains several 26-bp helical domains on its long edges (figs. S5-5 and S5-6), which bridge the bottom-and top-layer strands. Despite their diverse size, geometry, and routing, the crossing numbers for all the 18 ssOrigami structures remain 0, as verified by the dynamic relaxation process (Fig. 1J and figs. S5-8 to S5-12 ).
Programmable patterning on ssOrigami
In addition to programmable shapes, ssOrigami can produce programmable surface patterns. Similar to previous multistranded scaffolded DNA origami (4, 8) and DNA brick (14, 15) structures, ssOrigami generates space-filling structures. An important consequence of the space-filling nature of the structure is that it provides a platform for arranging surface features and scaffolding external molecular cargoes in arbitrary, user-prescribed spatial patterns. Figure 4A describes the design schematic for arranging dumbbell-shaped hairpins (4) at 10 userprescribed positions on a disc-shaped ssOrigami surface to mimic a smiley face pattern. The hairpins are fully integrated into the disc structure without increasing its crossing number: Despite its complex geometry, the entire structure remains as an unknotted single strand. Under AFM, these hairpins were visualized as raised surface protrusions at the designed locations (Fig. 4B) . Figure 4C describes the design schematic for a 3898-nt square-shaped ssOrigami that displays four 45-nt single-stranded loops. These loops can serve as "handle" to scaffold other functional molecules attached to complementary anti-handle DNA strands. In Fig. 4E , biotinylated DNA anti-handles are introduced and followed by incubation with streptavidin, which binds to biotin.
AFM images in Fig. 4D reveal the expected square morphology of structure. In contrast to the double-stranded dumbbell hairpins in Fig.  4B , the single-stranded loops are not as visible. After the introduction of streptavidin, four white protrusions can be spotted (Fig. 4F) , consistent with the attachment of streptavidin at the four designated positions.
Design and synthesis of RNA ssOrigami
Strikingly, the DNA ssOrigami design strategy can be adapted to create RNA ssOrigami by merely changing the helical and/or locking domain lengths to account for the helical periodicity difference between the 10.5 bp/turn for DNA's B-type helix and the 11 bp/turn for RNA's A-type helix. In the DNA ssOrigami design, the helical domain and the locking domain are 10 and 6 nt, respectively, in length. Hence, every 32 bp contains two 10-nt helical domains interspersed with two 6-nt locking domains. This corresponds to about three full helical turns at 10.67 bp/turn (which slightly deviates from the typical 10.5 bp/ turn). We denote this design as 10-6-10-6 design (Fig. 5A) . One simple strategy to adapt the DNA design to RNA is to simply change the 10-6-10-6 design to 10-6-11-6 design (Fig. 5B) by increasing the length of the second helical domain by 1 nt. In this design, each structural repeating unit is 33 bp, which corresponds to exactly three full 11-bp RNA A-type helical turns. An alternative design of 8-8-9-8 also gives three turns per 33-bp repeating unit (Fig. 5C) .
To synthesize long ssRNA molecules, the DNA template with both T7 and T3 promoter sequences was first synthesized as two fragments similar to the DNA ssOrigami design. The two DNA fragments were subcloned into the same vector through Eco RI and Hind III restriction sites and amplified in E. coli. The purified plasmids were then linearized by Eco RI and Hind III, and transcribed using T7 RNA polymerase and/or T3 RNA polymerase (see Fig. 5D , which depicts both). The in vitro transcribed RNA molecules were then purified, self-folded with the same annealing program as DNA ssOrigami, and characterized with AFM.
Using the 10-6-11-6 design, we successfully constructed a 2058-nt rectangle (Fig. 5E ) and a 3042-nt heart (Fig. 5F ) ssRNA origami. Using the 8-8-9-8 design, we constructed a 1868-nt rectangle (Fig.  5, G and H) and a 6337-nt 9 × 9 rhombus (Fig. 5I ) RNA ssOrigami. We tested to transcribe the RNA strand for 1868-nt rectangle from both the sense strand (Fig. 5G ) and the antisense strand (Fig.  5H) , and both produced expected and identical shapes under AFM. The 6337-nt rhombus RNA ssOrigami is 10 times larger than any previous synthetic discrete RNA nanostructure (44) .
Automated design software tool
To facilitate the design, we developed a design algorithm and an automated design software tool, which takes as input an arbitrary space-filling shape, and outputs the sequence for a strand that will fold into a knot-free DNA or RNA ssOrigami that approximates the target shape. Figure 6 (A to H) depicts the workflow for the design algorithm. (i) A target shape (Fig. 6A) is converted into pixelated representation (Fig. 6B). (ii) The pixels are converted into helical domains and locking domains (Fig. 6, C and D (Fig. 6E) .
(iv) The cycles on the top layer are merged into one single cycle, and the cycles on the bottom layer are merged into another single cycle (Fig. 6F) .
(v) The top-layer cycle and the bottom-layer cycle are merged into one single cycle (Fig. 6G). (vi) The sequence is assigned to the cycle strand, and the expected folded structure is visualized (Fig. 6H) .
We implemented this design algorithm to create an automated design software tool with a web-based user interface (http://dna.kwonan. com/). The user can upload a 2D image or draw a shape using a 2D pixel design editor. The user can optionally add hairpins or loops, which can serve as surface markers or handles for attaching external entities. The software will then generate ssOrigami structures and sequences, and the user can view the molecular structure via an embedded molecular viewer (63) . The user can also export the molecular structure and the DNA sequence in various file formats (.pdb, .cif, .dnajson, .bas, and .csv) for analysis with other simulation or analysis toolkits, and the ssOrigami can be further inspected, analyzed, and, if necessary, modified. Finally, the DNA sequences will be synthesized and folded into target structures. Figure  6 (I to N) shows six examples of DNA ssOrigami structures, which were designed using the software tool, synthesized, folded, and characterized under AFM.
Discussion
We have constructed ssOrigami structures from both ssDNA and ssRNA with synthetic sequences ranging in length from~1000 to~10,000 nt, which represents the largest unimolecular folding of a synthetic nucleic acid structure that has been achieved to date. Compared to the wire-frame DNA octahedron assembled from a 1669-nt scaffold strand and five auxiliary short strands reported in 2004 (3), our ssOrigami uses no auxiliary strands and can be designed to form a wide variety of space-filling compact shapes. Meanwhile, compared to the ssRNA nanostructures reported in 2014 (44), our design strategies can be applied to both DNA ssOrigami and RNA ssOrigami because it is not limited by RNA kissingloop interactions (64) . As a consequence, ssOrigami is a purely de novo designed structure that does not rely on the availability of highly sequencespecific, naturally occurring molecular interaction motifs with defined geometrical arrangements (for example, the RNA kissing loops) and thus promises, in principle, better designability and scalability, as reflected in practice by our construction of a 10,682-nt ssDNA structure and 6337-nt ssRNA structure.
Previous work demonstrates the self-assembly of complex structures from hundreds of distinct components (with and without the assistance of a scaffold), and the ssOrigami work here demonstrates the folding of complex structures from a single strand. Therefore, previous multicomponent assembly work (scaffolded origami and DNA bricks) and the current unimolecular folding work represent two extremes for engineering synthetic nucleic acid nanostructures, and together promise a vast design space in between. In an attempt to probe this space, we separated the 2238-nt ssOrigami strand (Fig. 2C) into two 1119-nt strands or twenty~90-nt strands (each spanning the diameter of the shape); both cases successfully assembled into the same target shape as in the unimolecular folding case (see section S10), further suggesting the presence of such a rich design space awaiting further exploration (65) .
Materials and methods Materials
Double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) templates were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies Inc. as gBlocks at 200-ng synthesis scale. Primers including 5′ phosphorothioate modification (T*T*T*T*T*T*) or 5′ phosphorylation (/5Phos/) were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies Inc. at 100-nmol synthesis scale with HPLC purification. Phusion High-Fidelity PCR Master Mix with HF Buffer (100 reactions/50-liter volume) and Lambda Exonuclease (1000 units) was purchased from New England Biolabs, Inc. MinElute PCR Purification Kit was purchased from QIAGEN. Nicking endonuclease Nb.BbvCI (1000 units), restriction endonucleases Eco RI (5000 units), Xho I (5000 units) and Hind III (5000 units), T7 and T3 RNA polymerases (5000 units), PCR Cloning Kit (20 reactions), NEB 10-beta and NEB stable competent E. coli were purchased from New England Biolabs, Inc. pGEM-7zf (−) vector, Pureyield plasmid miniprep system, and the Wizard SV Gel and PCR Clean-UP System were purchased from Promega. RNA Clean and Concentrator-25 was purchased from Zymo Research.
DNA and RNA sequence design DNA ssOrigami sequences were designed with the Tiamat software (66) . Sequence generation of ssOrigami structures uses the following criteria in the software: (1) Unique sequence limit: 8-10; (2) repetition limit: 8; (3) G repetition limit: 4; (4) G/C percentage: 0.38-0.5. The RNA ssOrigami sequences were also designed with the Tiamat software, with the same sequence generation criteria as for the DNA ssOrigami. After the DNA template sequences were generated, the T7 and T3 promoter sequences followed with two or three consecutive Gs were added to the ends to facilitate efficient in vitro transcription reactions.
Dynamic relaxation model
Our dynamic relaxation model is realized by the Autodesk 3ds Max software. Spline models of target structure are first created and treated as a fix-ended soft rope. Such rope is relaxed under simulated gravity at the chosen direction. Details about this model such as the animation parameters and the falling direction set up are described in section S4.
In vitro PCR sample preparation ssDNA was synthesized by multitemplate polymerase chain reaction followed by Lambda Exonuclease treatment. A typical PCR reaction solution contained 25 ml 2× Phusion High-Fidelity PCR Master Mix with HF Buffer, 23 ml 8% DMSO, 0.5 ml gBlock DNA (4 ng/ml) for both templates, 0.5 ml phosphorothioate primer (forward, 100 mM) and 0.5 ml phosphate primer (reverse, 100 mM). Primers were designed to have melting temperatures of 64°C to minimize the impact of the secondary structure of the DNA template. A typical PCR reaction was as follows: (1) Initial denaturation at 98°C for 30 s; (2) 25 to 35 cycles of 10 s at 98°C (strand separation stage), 30 s at 65°C (annealing stage), and 1 min at 72°C (polymerase extension stage); (3) final extension for 10 min at 72°C; (4) hold at 4°C after reaction. After PCR, 50 ml of PCR product was purified using the QIAGEN MinElute PCR Purification Kit according to the manufacturer's instructions. A volume of 100 ml H 2 O was used for elution of DNA after the spin columns purification. The purified DNA was then treated with Lambda Exonuclease. Typically, 5 ml 10× Lambda Exonuclease buffer and 5 ml Lambda Exonuclease (5000 units/ml) were added to 40 ml of dsDNA solution for reaction. The mixture was incubated for 12 hours at 37°C, and then boiled at 98°C for 5 min to inactivate the enzyme before use. The product (ssDNA) was either directly added to a folding reaction or gel-purified using Squeeze 'N Freeze columns (Bio-Rad) before adding to 1× TAE Mg 2+ buffer (40 mM Tris, 20 mM acetic acid, 2 mM EDTA, and 12.5 mM magnesium acetate, pH 8.0) for folding. The resulting solution was annealed from 85°to 25°C to form the designed structures. The steps for the slow annealing were as follows: 85°to 60°C at 1°C per 10 min; 60°to 40°C at 1°C per 30 min; 40°to 25°C at 1°C per 15 min. The steps for the fast annealing were as follows: 85°to 65°C at 1°C per 1 min; 65°to 45°C at 1°C per 5 min; 45°to 25°C at 1°C per 1 min. All samples were then subjected to AFM imaging without further purification.
In vivo cloning sample preparation ssDNA origami designs were divided into two DNA sequences with restriction sites designed on both sides and ordered from IDT as gBlocks fragments. In the case of 2238-nt 5 × 5 ssOrigami structure, the first fragment had Eco RI and Xho I sites, whereas the second fragment had Xho I and Hind III sites. The Nb.BbvCI site was designed next to Eco RI site on the first fragment for the purpose of nick generation in the final step. The two gBlock fragments (blunt-ended) were individually ligated with pMiniT vector (blunt-end vector from NEB PCR cloning kit) following the manufacturer's instruction. The ligation products were transformed into E. coli NEB-10beta competent cells (included in the PCR cloning kit). E. coli colonies were formed after overnight growth, and single colonies were picked up for overnight growth in LB medium. Plasmid minipreps were performed from overnight E. coli cultures. The plasmids with inserts were sent for DNA sequencing to screen for error-free clones. The mutation-free plasmids were digested by restriction enzymes accordingly (Eco RI and Xho I for fragment 1 plasmid, and Xho I and Hind III for fragment 2 plasmid). In the next step, the two digested fragments were ligated with Eco RI and Hind III digested pGEM-7zf (−) vector, and transformed into E. coli cells (NEB stable competent cells). This was a three-fragment ligation to form a circular piece of DNA. The vector Eco RI sticky end was ligated with the fragment 1 Eco RI sticky end; the fragment 1 Xho I sticky end was ligated with the fragment 2 Xho I sticky end; and the fragment 2 Hind III sticky end was ligated with the vector Hind III sticky end. After the same cloning steps ( fig. S7-1h-j) , single colonies were picked the next day, and plasmids were purified. Hind III and Nb.BbvCI double digestion were then carried out. The digested products were heated at 90°C for 10 min in denaturing buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA and 8 M urea) and loaded onto a 1% urea denaturing agarose gel (in 1× TAE with 1 M urea). After extraction, the ssDNA was annealed using slow or fast annealing programs and imaged with AFM. ssRNA origami samples were prepared similarly. The DNA templates for transcribing ssRNAs were divided into two DNA sequences with both T7 and T3 promoter sequences added to the ends, and ordered as gene synthesis products from Bio Basic Inc. The two fragments were then subcloned into pUC19 vector using the same restriction sites as for ssDNA origami. The final plasmids were linearized by Eco RI and Hind III, and transcribed by T7 or T3 RNA polymerase following the manufacturer's instruction (New England Biolabs). The transcription reaction mixture was purified by RNA Clean and Concentrator kit as described in the manufacturer's instruction (Zymo Research). After purification, the ssRNA was annealed using the same program as ssDNA origami.
AFM imaging
For AFM imaging, the sample (15 ml) was deposited onto a freshly cleaved mica surface (Ted Pella, Inc.) and left to adsorb for 1 min. A volume of 40 ml of 1× TAE-Mg 2+ and 2 to 15 ml 100 mM NiCl 2 was added onto the mica, and the sample was scanned on a Veeco 5 Multimode AFM in the Scanasyst in Fluid mode using scanasyst in fluid+ tips (Veeco, Inc.).
Yield quantification with native agarose gel electrophoresis
Yields of ssOrigami structures were estimated by analysis using native agarose gel electrophoresis. The ratio between the fluorescence intensity of the target band and that of the entire lane was used to represent the gross yield of structure formation while background intensity was subtracted from the measured intensity for correction. See figs. S7-3 and S7-4 for details. Please note, as native gel electrophoresis cannot separate DNA Origami structures (including ssOrigami structures) with minor defects, such yield estimation will usually be higher than the real yield. AFM yield is also calculated and compared with gel yield in the supplementary sections.
